HM Health Solutions

Building transformational clarity

A case study about creating a new brand and services in the health care industry
How did we help?
Pre-launch
• Brought clarity to current-state and futurestate processes.
• Created rapid-prototypes of visual models
to speed development and refinement.
• Improved internal HMHS alignment and
speed-to-market.

Post-launch

Opportunity

Solution

When HM Health Solutions (HMHS) launched
its Enterprise Health Solution in 2014, it needed
to create client-centric communications that
demonstrated the Solution’s unique offering and
its differentiated position in the market.

ThoughtForm helped HMHS clearly explain its
offering and unique value proposition. We helped
HMHS create visualizations, training, branding,
and communication resources to differentiate
HMHS’s solution in the market and reinforce
HMHS’s dedication to its clients. Because of our
cross business visibility, long-term relationship,
and deep expertise with its parent, Highmark
Health, we were able to quickly prepare HMHS for
a successful launch.

Building transformational clarity

• Helped HMHS make meaningful
connections with clients through clear
communications.
• Supported HMHS’s communication needs
as it brought three large health plans onto
its platform.
• Made change management and ongoing
system development processes simpler for
HMHS and its clients.
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Through our collaboration
with ThoughtForm, HM Health
Solutions can easily provide
our clients in the health care
industry with a clear and concise
view of complex business
processes.
Tina Satterfield
VP of Marketing, HM Health Solutions
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What did we do?

Who did we
help?
HM Health Solutions—
a best-in-class solutions
provider

Created an offering
structure and
nomenclature that
reinforced HMHS’s clientfocused culture.
ThoughtForm and HMHS collaborated to
create a framework for categorizing and
describing all of the people, processes, and
technology within HMHS. Then, ThoughtForm
used a rigorous mapping process to translate
HMHS’s original structure and nomenclature
to the new framework. Within this translation
process, ThoughtForm applied simple naming
structures and organized the HMHS offerings
based on market needs.

Building transformational clarity

Positioned and
differentiated a new,
integrated solution
and business model in
a market dominated by
one-off products.
As an integrated, end-to-end solution, HMHS’s
Enterprise Health Solution is unique in the
market. Nearly all of HMHS’s competitors sell
packaged software products that support only
a part of a health plan’s business. The challenge
for HMHS: how do you begin to sell a new
solution structure to customers who are used
to buying modular fixes?
Our answer was to demonstrate the value of
the integrated solution through a “big picture”
view. By presenting the systems holistically
rather than focusing on individual capabilities,
HMHS is able to change the conversation,
demonstrate its value, and sell HMHS’s
integrated approach.

Visualized complex
business processes
to give clients the
big picture.
HMHS and ThoughtForm illustrated HMHS’s
business processes to show how they work
at a macro and micro level.
These visual explanations, or Foglifters®,
help HMHS’s clients visualize the transformation process, so they know what to
expect and are set up for success.
Internally, HMHS uses the Foglifters® to
clarify the big picture among employees to
increase engagement, encourage collaboration, and avoid the siloed thinking that
stamps out innovation.

HM Health Solutions (HMHS) was launched
in 2014 by its parent company Highmark
Health, as a solutions-focused subsidiary, using
knowledge developed over 75 years at health
plan affiliate, Highmark Inc. HMHS provides
expertise to Highmark Inc. and a growing
number of other health plans.
HMHS offers print, data, and infrastructure
solutions, along with its leading product: the
Enterprise Health Solution. The Enterprise
Health Solution is an integrated suite of people,
processes, and a platform that supports all
aspects of a health plan’s operations. HMHS’s
clients run their businesses using the Enterprise
Health Solution to achieve growth, reduce
costs, and gain economies of scale.
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What did we create?

Pre-sale Communicatons

Post-sale Support

Training Materials

The Business Process Catalog is a core part of HMHS’s communication and sales strategy. It includes a series of visual
explanations on all of the key capabilities and processes of
the Enterprise Health Solution.

The Onboarding Guide and Application Management Service
Guide, along with other client relationship management
materials, help HMHS set expectations with clients and speed
the transition onto the Enterprise Health Solution.

Printed communications and presentations are great ways to
communicate with clients, but often they aren’t enough to
train staff. To ensure success, a Consulting Training Program is
used to help educate a brand new sales staff.

Building transformational clarity
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How did we do it?

ThoughtForm

To ensure alignment, ThoughtForm
Claims Processingand HMHS used a
highly collaborative, iterative, and agile process.
How the Enterprise Health Solution supports the Health Plan as they process claims
quickly and accurately in order to pay members and providers.
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Claims tool determines if the
claim is going to be denied, paid
in full or if only a portion will be
paid after the claim has passed
through all decision points.
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Claims that fail to pass
through are suspended, and a
claims processing specialist is
assigned to the case. The claims
processor accesses the claim
through the Claims Workflow tool
to resolve any problems.
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Provider can see claim status in
the Provider Portal.
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Developed a visual toolkit to drive
consistency and reinforce the product
structure.
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Paper claims are scanned into
image files and stored by the
Health Plan. For more detail, see
Document Image Storage and
Routing, page 62.

Paper claims are mailed to the
Health Plan and require additional
processing.
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Spending Accounts Processing
tool determines if the member has
a spending account, if the service is
an eligible expense and if there are
available funds.

Optical Character
Reader

If the Health Plan processes
standard paper claims with an
optical character reader—a tool that
translates and lifts text off image
files—the Health Plan uses the Electronic
Data Interchange (EDI) process to
convert the lifted text into a format that
the Claims tool can use.
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Quality
Reviewers
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Member account auto pay
feature sends processed claims
back to the Claims Reimbursement
tool to automatically issue payment
to the provider. If the member
account is not set to auto pay, the
claim stays in the Spending
Accounts Processing tool until the
member takes action or the
member elects to get reimbursed.

Output services team uses files
from the Claims Reimbursement tool
to print and mail statements to
members and providers. If a payment
is due, a check is included in the mail
or funds are sent electronically.

Translated and aligned internal terms
into a market-friendly nomenclature.
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What policy?

Electronic claims flow from the
Provider Portal to the Claims tool.
If the provider uses a practice
management service, the Electronic
Data Interchange (EDI) process helps
translate the claims into a format that
can be accepted in real time or in
batches by the Claims tool.

Mapped entire enterprise structure
and processes that became a foundational
framework for the entire engagement.

Member can track claim statements
online and receive member health
statements, explanation of benefits
(EOBs) and plan of activity statements
via the Member Portal.
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After a member receives
health care services, the
member or provider sends a claim
to the Health Plan.
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Claims Reimbursement tool uses
information from the Claims tool to
calculate payments and prepare
summary claim statements for
members and providers. Claims go to
the Spending Accounts Processing
tool if there is member liability.

Claims Processing
Specialists

Experienced claims specialist
helps resolve unusual or complex
problems. The Claims tool then
resumes checking the claim from
where it was suspended.

ThoughtForm transforms ideas to connect
people with actionable information. Working
where strategy meets design, we help our
clients turn fuzzy ideas, challenges, and
opportunities into clear and meaningful
messages and experiences. With ThoughtForm
you can engage and inspire people, build
their understanding, and enable them to
take action.
ThoughtForm is a Pittsburgh-based
design consultancy focused on visual
communications. We work with leadership
teams in organizations ranging from
Fortune 100 companies to small nonprofits.
Let us give your thoughts a visual form with
the power to communicate.
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Claims Excellence and
Adjustments Team

Quality
Reviewers

Claims excellence and adjustment
team audits claims functions on a
monthly or quarterly basis to reduce
errors and improve claim accuracy.

ThoughtForm | 10684

To find out how our design solutions can help you
contact Steve Frank at:
sfrank@thoughtform.com
To learn more, visit us at:
thoughtform.com
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ThoughtForm and other companies.

Developed a systematic content
collection process to interview over 50
subject matter expert teams over the course
of the engagement.

Building transformational clarity

Used white-board napkin sketches for
real-time content collection and playback
to help speed the content development
process.

This document is current as of the initial date of publication and may
be changed by ThoughtForm at any time. The data and client examples are presented for illustrative purposes only. The information in this
document is provided “As Is” without any warranty, express or implied,
including without any warranties or merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose and any warranty or condition of non-infringement.
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